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A.1. Prompt Curation
As mentioned in our main paper, we curate a set of do-

main prompts Pt. For this step, we get the words matching
the concept weather from WordNet [4]. Tab. A.3 lists the
hyponyms for the word weather. With this list, we filter out
words that have cosine distance below 0.5 w.r.t the weather
in CLIP embedding space. We further improve our wordlist
using GloVE [3] to weed out the uncommon words. To
this end, we take only the words which are in the 10k most
common words of GloVE. Tab. A.1 lists the words after this
stage.

draft , easter , elements , depression ,
wave , quiet , snow ,

sunshine , fog , blast , freeze ,
breath , wind , atmosphere ,
rainfall , warming , trade ,

blow , calm , cyclone , rain , air , low , high

Table A.1. Word list after CLIP and GloVE [3] based pruning

We still see there are words that show the same con-
cepts like draft , easter , elements , depression , air , low
, high, wind, atmosphere, air represent related to the windy
or stormy conditions, hence we replace these words with
stormy. We merge rainfall and rain, while removing am-
biguous words like blast,warming,breath,quiet.

A.2. Additional Dataset
We evaluate our approach on (a) Comic and (b) Water-

color [2] while training on VOC [1]. We chose to omit cli-
part as it has additional categories, while comic and wa-
tercolor share the same 6 categories. Our approach on (a)
w/-aug. achieves mAP 33.5 vs w/o-aug 32.8, and on (b)
w/-aug. mAP 43.4 vs w/o-aug. 42.7. The detector with
just CLIP-init attains mAP of 26.2 and 41.9 on (a) and (b),
respectively.

For the above experiments, we used the prompts Pt: “an
image in {comic, painting, cartoon, digital-art, sketch, wa-

mAP

Method Comic Watercolor

CLIP-init 26.2 41.9

Ours w/o seg-aug 32.8 42.7

Ours 33.5 43.4

Table A.2. VOC results

tercolor, oil painting} style” and the source prompt ps “a
realistic image”.

A.3. Additional Experiments
The prompts used for the Clip-Random experiment

(Sec. 4.5 in the main paper) are arbitrary. For complete-
ness, we give the results of clip-random with another set
of prompts: an image of a cat, an image taken in front
of a museum, a picasso painting, an image of the sky and
achieve similar results as in Tab. 7: 51.2(Day), 36.0(Night),
30.4(DuskRainy), 15.1(NightRainy), 37.7(Foggy). We ex-
pect similar results for any set of words unrelated to the
target domain.
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